PRESS RELEASE
A personal statement from Anne Greig
I think it is time for me to make a single personal statement with regard to the Facebook campaign
going on against me, my supporters and the campaign in general.
There has been a whispering campaign going on for many months now against some of my closest
supporters, which since the 'outing' of certain individuals has now surfaced into an all out attack.
Their vitriol is designed to do nothing other than to drive a wedge between myself and those who
support Hollie and myself in an attempt to leave us exposed to further intimidation, threats and legal
action. It will not work.
There have been attempts at goading me into making decisions that I do not wish to make, to make
public matters that have nothing to do with anyone other than Hollie and myself, and to publish
things that may either break the law, court rulings, gagging orders or any other restrictions already
placed upon myself. This I will not do.
Carl is no more influential in this campaign than anyone else, one amongst a few who for a time
provided me with safe shelter when I most needed it following the Police/Shropshire Council raid
on my home which left it trashed, and he does at my request on occasion accompany me to
meetings/court hearings for my personal safety. The attacks on him are wholely unwarranted, and it
is their lack of up to date information which is driving those attacks on him.
Belinda is and always has been one of our most trusted colleagues, and the personal attacks on her
are designed again to place a wedge between herself and me, with a rather poor attempt at calling
her integrety into question. Belinda has my full trust and support.
It is always the tactic of those employed to infiltrate/guide/destroy protest groups and campaigns of
this nature to attack or discredit the key elements which keep a campaign going. The media/web
outlets, the funding and the core people. What we are seeing at this time is classic of that tactic.

Those supporters who can see through this ploy I thank wholeheartedly, your support over the years
has been invaluable and we hope it will continue, to those who are undecided I ask you take a long
hard look at the evidence we provided, which we did not publish lightly, after double checking the
facts and taking the relevant legal advice.
I only allow those whom I implicitly trust close to Hollie and myself for obvious reasons, and the
individuals mentioned in our article are not trusted, having watched as they have carefully guided
Robert Green along the wrong path and into Prison, despite best efforts to alert him. So let me make
this crystal clear, whilst we have a lot of welcome support north of the border, there is no-one in
Scotland who speaks on behalf of, or for any aspect of, the Hollie Demands Justice campaign or the
Free Robert Green campaign.
This campaign is now moving on, with new events being organised for Hollie Demands Justice,
Free Robert Green and Arrest Angiolini in Oxford, Aberdeen, Truro and London over the coming
months to which we hope that you will all add your support.
Hollie and I would like to thank everyone who genuinely wants to see this campaign succeed and to
see justice done.
Thank you
Anne Greig
ends
Notes for Editors
1) The Hollie Demands Justice campaign was founded in November 2007. The campaign website
can be found at:
http://holliedemandsjustice.org
2) Further details to the background of the campaign can be found in About Hollie:
http://holliedemandsjustice.org/about_hollie_greig/
3) Further information can be requested by using the 'Contact Us' form on the campaign website
http://holliedemandsjustice.org/Contact_Us/
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